BEST PRACTICE MEDIA AND
COMMUNICATIONS WORKSHOP
OVERVIEW
The role of communication professionals has undergone significant change in recent years and practitioners
play a critical role in enabling their organisation to achieve its objectives and manage change in their
environment. In this dynamic climate, an adaptable skill-set is therefore required in order to survive in today’s
constantly evolving media environment. Building on the recent success of our National Communication Officer’s
Conference, this innovative three-day workshop has been specifically designed for corporate & public sector
professionals looking to expand their knowledge and expertise in the communication and media sector.
Participants will receive expert advice and practical training to assist in the development of a sophisticated
communications framework – spanning the implementation of transferable skills, practical models for
managing crises and adapting to the revolutionary new-media age

OBJECTIVES

WORKSHOP METHODOLOGY

•

This workshop will be delivered using a three tiered
approach. The structure of each session is as follows:

•

•

•

Learn How to Develop an Evolving
Communication
Skill-set
Discover Practical Methods for Crisis
Planning and
Preparation
Find Out How to Implement Strategies
for Reputation Protection, Stakeholder
Engagement and Maintaining a
Positive Image
Understand the Impacts of the Digital
Revolution and Techniques for
Adapting to New Media Technologies

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication Officers
Communication Managers
Media Advisers / Officers / Liaison
Public Affairs Officers / Managers
External Relations
Public Relations
Marketing
Communication Project Officers
Brand and Reputation

1.
2.

3.

Technical overview and review of research into
the topic area under discussion
Practical application of management principles
in the review of case studies, worked examples
and interactive exercises
Discussion of outcomes and implementation
issues

Workshop participants will have the opportunity to
include comments and questions about issues outlined
in the program by way of a pre-course questionnaire.
This feedback will enable the course facilitator to adjust
content accordingly. The workshop has limited places to
allow for customisation, greater interactivity and for
individual concerns to be addressed.

